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Flexible Loading System with
Boeing 737-800 Converted
Freighter Operators
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Telair Receives Certification for Its New Flexible Loading System™
FEBRUARY 5, 2018 – SHANNON, IRELAND - Telair International AB today announced it has
received certification for its new Flexible Loading System™ (FLS) for all current production and inservice Boeing 737 aircraft. The system allows 737 operators to carry containerized cargo (baggage,
mail, and parcel freight) in the lower hold of the aircraft, along with bulk-loaded bags.
GECAS, the largest commercial aviation lessor in the world, will offer the new Flexible Loading
System to GECAS’ 737-800 freighter conversion customers on aircraft entering service this year. As
announced at last year’s Paris Airshow, GECAS plans to convert 30 737-800s to freighters, with
deliveries beginning in 2018.

“This system improves loading efficiency and adds flexibility, especially for Combination, Express and
Ecommerce operators. The new system enables them to interline the Telair containers and reduce
bulk loading times,” said Richard Greener, Senior Vice President & Manager, Cargo Aircraft Group,
GECAS. “The Flexible Loading System allows Telair’s containers to be preloaded and screened at the
cargo sort facility and brought on board the aircraft using existing bulk loading equipment.”
The FLS includes three components: 1) the Telair EDGE Sliding Carpet, an on-board conveyer
system for loading and unloading bulk cargo, which is currently installed on the 737 MAX and is about
40 percent lighter than existing variants; 2) new containers designed specifically by Telair for use with
the Sliding Carpet on the 737; and 3) a new powered doorway ball mat for transferring the containers
on and off the Sliding Carpet, to and from standard ground-handling equipment.
“Telair will work with GECAS and GECAS’ customers to install the system in the second quarter of
2018,” said Anders Helmner, President and CEO of Telair International, AB, in Sweden. “We are
extremely excited that the system’s launch installation is on the 737, the most popular aircraft in the
world. The Flexible Loading System is an industry game-changer.”
The Telair Sliding Carpet has successfully served thousands of aircraft and dozens of carriers
worldwide for more than 25 years. EDGE models use carbon fiber technology to achieve weight
reduction over previous designs, and high reliability. The FLS containers and ball mat similarly use
state-of-the-art materials to achieve low weight and extreme durability.
About Telair International AB
TELAIR International AB, located in Lund, Sweden, provides a wide selection of cargo handling
systems to facilitate loading of aircraft cargo compartments, primarily on narrow-body aircraft. This
ranges from the Sliding Carpet System, to the RTT belt loader extension, to the new container-based
Flexible Loading System.
About GECAS

GE Capital Aviation Services (GECAS) is a world leader in aviation leasing and financing. With 50
years of aviation finance experience, GECAS offers a wide range of aircraft types including narrowbodies, wide-bodies, regional jets, turboprops, freighters and helicopters, plus multiple financing
products and services including operating leases, purchase/leasebacks, secured debt financing,
capital markets, engine leasing, airframe parts management and airport/airline consulting. GECAS
owns or services a fleet of nearly 2,000 aircraft (1,685 fixed wing/ 310 rotary wing) in operation or on
order, plus provides loans collateralized on an additional ~400 aircraft. GECAS serves ~250
customers in over 75 countries from a network of 26 offices. gecas.com
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About GE
GE (NYSE: GE) imagines things others don't, builds things others can't and delivers outcomes that
make the world work better. GE brings together the physical and digital worlds in ways no other
company can. In its labs and factories and on the ground with customers, GE is inventing the next
industrial era to move, power, build and cure the world. www.ge.com
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